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Z 9 Supported Memory Cards
Z 9 Supported Memory Cards
CF EXPRESS
Type B

Series

ProGrade Digital Cobalt 1700R

Volume
PGCFX325GCPNA (325GB)
PGCFX650GCPNA (650GB)
SDCFE-064G-ANCNN (64GB)
SDCFE-128G-ANCNN (128GB)
SDCFE-256G-ANCNN (256GB)
SDCFE-512G-ANCNN (512GB)
Canada: SDCFE-xxxG-CN4NN

SanDisk
CFexpress

Global: SDCFE-xxxG-GN4NN
Extreme Pro Series

(Eur/Asia-Pac/Aus/LatAm/MidEast
/Africa)
Model numbers ending in NN are
compatible
Model numbers ending in IN are not
supported
LCFX10-64CRB (64GB)
LCFX10-64CRBNA (64GB)*1
LCFX10-128CRB (128GB)

LEXAR

Professional CFexpress™ Type LCFX10-128CRBNA (128GB)*1

*1 Model number for North

B Card

America

LCFX10-256CRB (256GB)
LCFX10-256CRBNA (256GB) *1
LCFX10-512CRB (512GB)
LCFX10-512CRBNA (512GB)*1
CEB-G128（128GB）*

SONY

CEB-G series

CEB-G256（256GB）*
CEB-G512（512GB）*

XQD

Series

Volume
MC-XQ64G (64 GB)

NIKON

MC-XQ120G (120 GB)
QD-G32A / QD-G32E (32 GB)
QD-G64A / QD-G64E (64 GB)

SONY

G series

QD-G128A / QD-G128E (128 GB)
QD-G256E (256 GB)
QD-G120F (120 GB)
QD-G240F (240 GB)
QD-M32 (32 GB) **

M series

QD-M64 (64 GB) **
QD-M128 (128 GB) **

* Nikon brand XQD cards are sold only in Japan
• CFexpress or XQD cards with a maximum data transfer rate of at least 250 MB/s are recommended for high-speed frame
capture
• CFexpress or XQD cards with a maximum data transfer rate of at least 45 MB/s (300x) for video recording and playback
CFexpress or XQD cards with a maximum data transfer rate of at least 250 MB/s are recommended for recording and playback of
videos with a high frame size or rate. Slower speeds may result in recording or playback being interrupted
• To prevent damage to the camera or memory card, be sure to turn the camera off before inserting or removing the memory
card.
• Memory cards inserted in the camera may become hot. The number of shots possible may be reduced depending on the
brand/model of the memory card
• If camera temperature rises, recording may end before the maximum length or size is reached
• XQD cards have slower data transfer rates than those of CFexpress cards. Therefore, if XQD cards are used when
recording video with "ProRes 422 HQ 10-bit" selected for the video file type, recording may end in a short period of time.
In addition, if XQD cards are used when recording H.265 or H.264 video at high temperatures, recording may end before
the maximum length or size is reached even if the camera temperature does not rise.
* Recording at high temperatures may end before maximum length or size is reached, even if the camera temperature does not
rise.
** Not suited for video recording due to the slower data transfer rates of the memory cards compared to other approved memory
cards.

